logit<-int + 0.8 * x + res #Generate the true outcome p<-plogis(logit) #True probalities y<-ifelse(runif(500*1000)<=p, 1, 0) #True binary outcome marg.model<-glm (y~x, family="binomial") :20000] , xlab="X", ylab="predicted probability", main="conditional versus marginal effects", pch="." , col="blue") #plot conditional predictions for first 20 centers points(x,p.m, col="red",pch=".", cex=2) #plot marginal predictions p.average<-plogis(int+0.8*x) #true probability in average center p.high<-plogis(int+0.8*x+max(res)) #true probability in center with highest random intercept p.low<-plogis(int+0.8*x+min(res)) #true probability in center with lowest random intercept p.c.a<-plogis(fixef(cond.model)[1]+x*fixef(cond.model) [2] ) #prediction in the average center (random intercept zero) plot(p.m, p.average,pch=".", main="calibration in average center", xlim=c(0,1), ylim=c(0,1), xlab="predicted probability", ylab="true probability", col="red") # Calibration in average center for marginal prediction points(p.c.a, p.average, pch=".", col="blue") # Calibration in average center for conditional prediction plot(p.m[res==max(res)], p.high[res==max(res)],pch=".", main="calibration in high prevalence center", xlim=c(0,1), ylim=c(0,1), xlab="predicted probability", ylab="true probability", col="red") #Calibration in high-prevalence center for marginal prediction points(p.c[res==max(res)],p.high[res==max(res)],pch=".", col="blue" ) #Calibration in high-prevalence center for conditional prediction plot(p.m[res==min(res)], p.low[res==min(res)],col="red", pch=".", main="calibration in low prevalence center", xlim=c(0,1), ylim=c(0,1), xlab="predicted probability", ylab="true probability") # Calibration in low-prevalence center for marginal prediction points(p.c[res==min(res)],p.low[res==min(res)] ,pch=".", col="blue") #Calibration in low-prevalence center for marginal prediction
